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1

Introduction

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd (NSN) has been engaged by Silverlight Studios Limited to
undertake an assessment of the ecological values affected by the proposed development by
Silverlight Studios Ltd on Corbridge Downs (“the site”).
The brief of services required included:
Ecological Assessment
• To confirm existing ecological values
• Identify effects of the proposal on existing values
• Recommend mitigation of effects on ecological values
• Identify beneficial and adverse effects of the proposal
Comment on the artificial lake
• Assess existing and potential bird hazards
• Provide recommendations to manage risk to aviation for the Wanaka Aerodrome

1.1

Report Structure
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site overview
Description of methods used to undertake the assessment
Identification of values
Summary of values and their significance
Assessment of actual and potential effects
Assessment of Risks to Aviation
Recommendations to mitigate actual and potential effects
Opportunities for enhancement

Tables, Photographic Plates and Attachments are provided at the back of the report.
Tables
Table 1 Bird Species present during the site visit 1 July 2021 or likely to be present or seasonally present
Table 2 Plant species recorded during the site inspection
Table 3 Species recommended for incorporation into Landscape Planting

Photographic Plates
Plates 3 to 29
Attachments
NSN Attachment 1A - pdp-decisions-wanaka-airport-figure-4
NSN Attachment 1B - pdp-decisions-wanaka-airport-figure-3
NSN Attachment 2 - SI-RC-03 Proposed Site Layout Plan - Silverlight Studios
NSN Attachment 3 - Silverlight_Existing and Proposed Contours
NSN Attachment 4 - Approved Plans - LU and Subdivision - Earthworks Plans, Corbridge Downs
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1.2

Overview of the site and Proposal

The Silverlight Studios Ltd proposal site is located at 707 Wanaka - Luggate Highway, Wanaka;
approximately 3.5km east of the urban edge of Wanaka (6.8km east of the Wanaka Town
Centre), on the northern side of State Highway 6 (the Wanaka-Luggate Highway). It sits between
the State Highway in the south and the Mata Au/ Clutha River to the north. The development
site would occupy a portion of the previously consented Corbridge Downs subdivision site
(RM120572). The balance of the property will continue to be managed under a lease
arrangement.
The legal description of the land is Part Sections 64-67, Block IV, Lower Wanaka Survey District
(held on Record of Title OT14C/457), and Section 1, Block II Lower Wanaka Survey District (held
on Record of Title OT17A/336). The property comprises 322 hectares of arable farmland.
The Wanaka Airport property boundary is located approximately 500m to the east of the site
(with the north end of the current runway being approximately 2 km to the southeast). The
takeoff and approach flight path extends over the north-eastern corner of the site (as can be
seen on the Wanaka Airport Approach and Protection Measures Plan provided as Attachment
1A.

Figure 1: Property location (red outline) in relation to Wanaka and the Wanaka Airport (yellow
star).
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The proposal is summarised as follows1:
• The development will be focused around an artificial lake (consented as part of a yet to
be implemented 35 lot subdivision);
•

At the eastern end of an artificial lake to be formed as part of the proposal, a sound stage
lot will be constructed comprising up to 8 sound stages plus associated workshop and
wardrobe buildings. The sound stage lot will be enclosed by a 14m high wall to provide
security and privacy;

•

Production offices will be constructed to support the sound stages. The production offices
will be built such that they can double as film sets and will include an Italian village
immediately to the north of the sound stage lot and a seaside village on the southern
shore of the lake;

•

At the western end of the lake additional production offices will be constructed along
with a film studio, theatre and film tourism elements. Again these elements will be
designed so as to double as film sets and will be constructed as parts of Venice, Paris and
NYC including a section of Central Park;

•

The open paddocks to the north of the lake will be available as back lots (for shooting
battle scenes for example) and may include temporary sets for periods of up to 6 months;

•

The site has been selected based on its size, proximity to Wanaka and its undulating
landform which will allow the large buildings (up to 17m in height) to be set into the
landform and screened from public view.

The elements of the proposal that this assessment will address are the construction footprint
and to a limited extent the ongoing uses of a series of large-scale sets, buildings and structures,
sound stage, workshops and parking areas. Project construction will require bulk earthworks,
the formation of bridges, jetties and peninsulas within an existing irrigation reservoir. The area
of the lake will be expanded and the landform surrounding the lake modified. Once constructed,
activities will also be undertaken on the artificial lake.
Additionally, the proposal would establish a parkland with a species composition modelled on
Central Park, New York, including its iconic ice rink.
Construction and development would be staged.

1

Scott Edgar, Edgar Planning Email: 23/5/2021 and Silverlight Referral Application dated 15 Oct 2020
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2

Methods

2.1 Assessment of the actual and potential effect on the environment of
proposed activity
The following plans have been provided to NSN for this assessment:
• Silverlight – Final RC drawings and online model, prepared by Tilt Architecture, dated
30/6/2021.
The following plans were of particular assistance to this assessment:
• SI – RC – 03; Proposed Site Layout Plan dated 30/6/2021 prepared by Tilt Architecture.
• SI – RC – 04 to 06; Existing and Proposed Topography Plans dated 30/6/2021 prepared by
Tilt Architecture.
• Figure 15A Proposed Planting by Primary Function. Corbridge Downs Plan Ref: 200 LP02,
dated May 2013; Approved 23/7/2013, RM120572.
• Earthworks Plan. Corbridge Estates Subdivision Cut Fill Areas. Plan Ref: W3098/ 209G
15/10/2013; Approved 23/7/2013, RM120572.
• Wanaka Airport – PDP – Decisions Maps – Figures 3 and 4
NSN has reviewed the proposed plans and undertaken a site visit to address the brief outlined in
Section 1 above. The site visit was conducted on 1 July 2021.
A desktop review of the site’s values has also relied on web-based resources, maps and databases
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Proposed District Plan – Maps for Designations and zoning
The Proposed District Plan – Part 5, Chapter 33 Indigenous Vegetation and Biodiversity
Department of Conservation GIS website – public conservation land map layer
Queenstown Lakes District Council public ArcGIS website and edocs – referral application
documents
Google Earth Pro Imagery accessed between May 2021 and 9 July 2021
Land Environment New Zealand classification – Ministry for the Environment
National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management
Other sources and references are cited where relied upon

A detailed discussion of the proposal in terms of the legal planning framework was not required
by the scope of works for this assessment.
The survey undertaken by NSN also considered the existing and proposed activities and their
potential effects on the land under the northern approach and take-off flight path for the
Wanaka Airport. The assessment also considered how these activities and their effects may
impact birds and their behaviour and movements in relation to the Wanaka Airport.
The survey was predominantly conducted on foot except for travel along the central eastern
track where frequent stops allowed an assessment of the composition of the native hedges.
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Leupold 10x42 binoculars were used to view more distant features, vegetation and birds.
The survey route was recorded using a handheld Garmin etrex20 GPS. Mapped (.kml) files and
waypoints were recorded at points of interests and/ or, where vegetation was noted or where
site values were photographed and summarised in the field.
Vegetation and bird species seen and heard were recorded and are summarised in Table 1 at the
back of this report.
Table 2 provides a list of the plant species recorded during the survey, Photographic Plates
illustrating the ecological condition of the site are provided at the back of the report.

Plate 2A: The Area surveyed (blue track line) and waypoints referred to in the Photographic
Plates.
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Plate 2B: Location of indigenous vegetation within the Silverlight Studios Ltd site. Red areas are
within or at the margins of the extent of earthworks; white areas are existing hedges and small
patches unlikely to be affected by earthworks.
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3

Identification of Values

3.1

Site Context

The site sits within the Pisa Ecological District; the land is classified by the Land Environment of
New Zealand (LENZ) systems as N5.1c, with small pockets of N4.1d. It has a rolling landform and
soils range from generally well drained to imperfectly drained with moderate fertility. The site
experiences moderate solar radiation and moderate to high annual water deficits2. The median
annual rainfall is 600 mm 3. The composition of historical communities has been modelled and
described based on research into abiotic drivers of biological diversity, analysis of charcoal and
pollen deposits, the pattern and distribution of fragments of remaining indigenous vegetation 4.
Historically these Land Environments were likely to have been vegetated with short tussock
grassland probably dominated by Poa cita/ silver tussock, Festuca novae-zelandiae/ hard
tussock, Anthosachne [Elymus] species and shrubland including species such as kanuka,
Coprosma, matagouri, Olearia, Carmichaelia, Corokia cotoneaster and kowhai. Additionally,
native conifer and podocarp species such as Phyllocladus alpinus/ celery pine, and in damp areas
Halocarpus bidwillii/ bog pine, Phormium tenax/ swamp flax, Leptospermum scoparium/
manuka, native sedges, rushes and herbs. Less than ten (10) percent (just 2.5%), of the
indigenous vegetation historically associated with N5.1c Land Environment remains; 10-20%
(18.6%) of the indigenous cover is left within N4.1d Environments 5.
The fixed marginal strip along the true right of the Clutha River, the Clutha River/ North Side
Conservation Area, Butterfields Wildlife Management Area, Reko Point Conservation Area and
the Newcastle Scenic Reserve provide a network of public conservation land within 4 km of the
site along the Clutha River Corridor.
The Butterfields Wildlife Management Reserve provides a wetland habitat, about 3.5 kilometres
to the north.
The Decisions Version of the Proposed District Plan zones the land as Rural. The land is not within
a Significant Natural Area (SNA). The adjacent and nearby Marginal Strip, Conservation Areas and
Reserves support a range of natural values. There is a cluster of SNAs to the east (E38A 1 – 5) on
the terraces on the true right of the Clutha River north of the Airport on Stevensons Road; they
support cushion fields (including Pimelea sericeovillosa subsp. pulvinaris) and kanuka stands.
Another SNA is located on the north side of the Clutha River (E18B) on Watkins Road, Hawea
Flat, supports a mosaic of short tussock grassland, cushionfields and herbfields. An SNA near
Kane Road the eastern Hawea Flats 9 km to the northeast (SNA E37A), supports a diverse
matagouri-Coproma shrubland. These assemblages are representative of N5.1c/ K3
environments in the case of SNA E37A.

2

Leathwick, J. et al (2002)
https://niwa.co.nz/climate/national-and-regional-climate-maps/otago
4
Leathwick, J. et.al. (2003); Walker et.al. (2009); McGlone, M. (2001); Singers and Rogers (2014)
5
TEC2012_2002_LENZ_LookupTable; https://lris.scinfo.org.nz/document/9442-tec2012-2002-lenz-lookuptable/
accessed 9/7/2021
3
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The existing ‘lake’ was constructed as an irrigation reservoir. No natural inland wetland 6, river
outstanding water body or habitat of trout or salmon are present or affected by the proposal.
The site’s undulating topography drains towards the large basin where the irrigation reservoir
has been formed rather than the Clutha River to the north.
The escarpment on the north boundary of the site above the Clutha River has evidence of
historical erosion, this is understood to be the result of historical sluicing 7.

3.2

Ecological values

Existing Vegetation
3.2.1 Irrigation Reservoir – ephemeral margins
During the site visit, the irrigation reservoir was at a reasonably low level. NSN was advised that
it is often filled to the crop line from a water race originating in Luggate Creek. Google imagery
from May 2017 shows the reservoir full to the crop line. The reservoir is not visible on Google
Earth Imagery prior to March 2016. This indicates that the formation of a functional ephemeral
habitat at this site occurred within the last five (5) years. The irrigation reservoir is, and the
proposed lake would be, an artificial wetland and they are not therefore the focus of the National
Policy Statement on Freshwater Management.
An ecological assessment undertaken by Conservation Consultancy in 2013 in respect of the
Corbridge Downs subdivision identified the depression within which the lake was proposed as an
area with the greatest potential to establish a new habitat for wildlife and with fluctuating lake
levels, habitat for ephemeral species. As previously noted, the creation of a lake was consented
as part of RM120572 on 23 July 2013 and does not lapse until 23 July 2023. It was not intended
to be managed as an ephemeral habitat. The lake proposed as a feature of the current proposal
by Silverlight Studios Ltd is comparable in size and extent to the consented lake (RM120572).
NSN understands that under either proposal, the lake would be managed at a stable, filled level.
Refer to Plates 3 – 6.
The limited area of the reservoir margins visited during the survey on 1 July 2021 revealed it has
been colonised by some indigenous wetland herbs over the past five (5) years. It is assumed that
they have been naturally introduced by waterfowl.
Three (3) native/ endemic species have been identified on the reservoir’s ephemeral margins,
they are the At-Risk: naturally uncommon species Centipeda aotearoana/ NZ sneezewort, and
Euchitron traversii, Rorippa palustris/ ponui (likely identification from an immature, nonflowering plant) refer Plates 9 to 12.
The reservoir site therefore supports a naturally uncommon species that has been recently
dispersed through natural processes into an artificially created but providing a functional
6
7

Relying on the definitions of the NPS Freshwater Management, 2020.
Peter Marshall, personal communication, 1/7/2021
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example of an originally rare ecosystem (ephemeral wetland) within an area that has consent for
extensive earthworks.
Other species recorded were exotic, common and widespread within damp open ground, drains,
lake margins and ephemeral wetland habitats. They included exotic grasses, Sagina
procumbens/ pearlwort, Erythrante guttana/ monkey musk, Juncus effusus/ soft rush.
The existing water race terminates on the slope south of the reservoir at waypoint 60 shown in
Plate 7 and 17. There is no formed discharge point or culvert structure at the end of the water
race. Instead, the water race spills its flow into the reservoir from a rupture in the water race
side wall. It drains down the slope and has eroded a twin gully down to the reservoir, refer Plate
8.

3.2.2 River Escarpment
This habitat was assessed from the top margin of the escarpment using binoculars to view the
vegetation on the slope. The escarpment is remote and separated from the impacts of the
Silverlight Studios Ltd proposal. This habitat is extremely steep, it is directly under the approach
and takeoff flight path from the Wanaka Airport, refer Plate 13.
Vegetation on the escarpment margins included Raoulia hookeri / scabweed mat daisy, a ground
spreading species Leucopogon fraseri Patotara, dwarf mingimingi and Anthosachne solandri/
blue wheatgrass. These were on the dry, shallow soils of the of the escarpment margins. Other
species recorded in this habitat were wasteland weeds, vipers bugloss, California thistle and
pasture grasses. Wilding conifers and kanuka, briar, Coprosma and matagouri shrubland were
noted on the mid to lower slopes within the public conservation land, refer Plate 14.

3.2.3 Hedges
Fence line hedges were dominated by native species. These were recorded along the main
access track running north – south through the central eastern portion of the site and between
one of the central paddocks near the northern boundary of the property. The five (5) native
species recorded in the native hedges were Coprosma propinqua/ mikimiki, Discaria toumatou/
matagouri (At-Risk: declining), Carmichaelia petriei desert broom (At-Risk: declining), Melicytus
alpinus/ porcupine shrub, and Muehlenbeckia complexa/ small-leaved pohuehue. Exotic briar
and elder are sparsely present, refer Plate 2B above, and Plates 15 and 16 with the Photographs
at the back of this report.

3.2.4 Remnent Indigenous Vegetation
Indigenous vegetation remaining on the property outside the native hedges was recorded in
shallow gullies and swales where cultivators have not removed them. Additionally, open
indigenous shrubland was recorded on the south facing slope north of the lake, on a knoll west
of the lake west and on the west facing slope in the south-western area of the property. Google
Earth imagery (24/3/2021) also indicates there may be two (2) small pockets of native shrubland
along the eastern boundary, refer to Plate 2B, and Plate 17.
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The indigenous shrubland diversity on the knoll was the highest seen on the property with seven
(7) species; matagouri, Coprosma propinqua, Coprosma crassifolia, Coprosma intertexta (At-Risk:
declining), Carmichaelia petriei, Melicytus alpinus and Muehlenbeckia complexa/ small-leaved
pohuehue. The first two species dominated the shrubland community.
Plates 18 to 22 illustrate the distribution of the indigenous shrubland on the knoll. In total forty
(40) Coprosma intertexta stems and two (2) Coprosma crassifolia shrubs were counted along
with at least nine (9) Carmichaelia petriei. Coprosma intertexta is generally associated with grey
shrubland growing over old moraines, coarse alluvium, boulder piles and or rock outcrops. A
mature specimen with a stem about 18cm in diameter below the first branch was found at
waypoint 56 on the south side of the knoll. The number of individual plants is likely to be less
than 40 as all Coprosma intertexta were recorded as clusters around a larger stemmed plant
likely to be a parent plant from which at least some of the others have suckered (sprouted from
roots of the parent plant). Coprosma intertexta is readily propagated from fresh seed, cuttings
and rooted pieces8.
Melicytus alpinus on the knoll also seemed reasonably mature and most were enveloped within
the shrubland and or overgrown with rank fescue (introduced) pasture grass, at least twenty (20)
plants were found.
The south-facing slope north of the lake also supported native shrubland with the densest areas
of shrubland found in the gullies and towards its eastern margin between waypoints 44 and 41;
refer Plates 23 to 26. This shrubland has been partially cleared and the margin of the cultivated
paddock extended south by 50 to 60 metres down the slope since the Google Earth imagery
dated 24/3/2021 was published. The current line extent of cultivation is indicated in Plates 23
and 25. On this slope, at least 38 Carmichaelia petriei were recorded amongst the matagouri,
along with 32 Coprosma propinqua; Melicytus alpinus were sparsely scattered across the slope
often subsumed under rank fescue pasture grasses.
The long, spent culms of Anthosachne solandri/ blue wheatgrass were also recorded on the
slope, particularly in the area either side of waypoint 45, seen in the foreground of Plate 22.

3.2.5 Shelterbelts
Various species have been incorporated into the shelterbelts of the property. An ongoing
management regime involves continuous removal and replacement of older species9.
Shelterbelt trees currently on site include Douglas fir, Pinus radiata, cypress, cedar, spruce and
Eucalypts with poplar and kanuka on the eastern boundary.
The shelterbelts may experience windthrow from time to time and if species on the outer
margins of the shelterbelts with stronger roots fail, this leaves other trees within the shelterbelt
vulnerable to further damage.

8
9

https://www.nzpcn.org.nz/flora/species/coprosma-intertexta/?download=pdf
Peter Marshall, personal communication, 1/7/2021
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3.2.6 Cultivated paddocks
NSN was advised that the majority of the land is currently managed under a rotation of Barley
and Triticale, a variety of wheat/ rye-corn cross. Triticale provides a mid-late winter grazing or
silage option. NSN was advised during the site visit that Triticale was a “hungry” crop, requiring
high fertiliser inputs and a rotation with barley 10. NSN does not have expertise in crop
management or farming, however a brief Google review of these crops following the on-site
discussion with the landowner indicated that Triticale is a grain producing grass that responds
favourably to deep cultivation and additions of nitrogen and phosphorous; it requires these to
produce protein levels above 10 percent in the grain harvested.11, 12. The nutrient requirements
of Triticale are similar to wheat, and both require slightly more Nitrogen than barley to produce
viable grain yields13.
The paddocks had been sown with germination seen in all paddocks at the time of the site visit.
Paddocks were too wet to drive in following recent rain and the landowner 14 advised NSN that
vehicle access over the paddocks was not usually possible until September when they dried out.
As previously noted, there is no surface drainage or runoff towards the Clutha River, so all
nutrient enriched sediments and surface water will for the most part drain into the central lake/
reservoir area.
NSN understands that there is an ongoing leasing agreement in place over the land; further
consideration of the ongoing management of the issues raised in this section of the report would
inform an integrated management approach between the proposed change in land use and the
ongoing farming operation managing the land while ensuring that bird populations do not
increase to the extent that they pose a risk to aviation. A Grounds Management Plan could
incorporate requirements of ongoing management.
The existing crop regimes on the property, combined with the existing reservoir and/ or
proposed lake are likely to attract or continue to attract and support waterfowl and large bodied
birds (e.g. spur-winged plovers), a management response may therefore be required in order to
ensure that the potential risk of bird strike is not increased at the Wanaka Aerodrome and or the
western flight path over the property’s northern boundary.
Grain crops and the large reservoir are already reported to support large waterfowl flocks during
the moulting season which peaks in January and February. 15

10

Peter Marshall, landowner and farmer; personal communication, 1/7/2021
https://grdc.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/370629/GrowNote-Triticale-North-05-Nutrition.pdf
12
Hawksford, M.J. (2014)
13
https://grdc.com.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0027/370629/GrowNote-Triticale-North-05-Nutrition.pdf
14
Peter Marshall, landowner and farmer; personal communication, 1/7/2021
15
Peter Marshall, landowner and farmer; personal communication, 1/7/2021
11
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Fauna
3.2.7 Avifauna
A full list of birds seen and heard during the site visit is provided as Table 1 at the back of this
report. During the site visit small flocks of starlings were observed feeding on the margins of
cultivated paddocks, introduced songbirds and mixed finch flocks were also observed settling
into rank grass; spur-winged plovers were heard but not seen near the reservoir and across the
Clutha River from escarpment (waypoint 35), on the pivot irrigated paddocks.
A solitary southern black-backed gull was noted flying over the property as were harriers.
Fantails, grey warblers and bellbirds were heard within the hedges and shelterbelts. Three (3)
paradise shelduck flew into the reservoir area during the survey.
Six (6) structures likely to be maimai were noted in and around the reservoir and NSN was
advised that landowners like to shoot waterfowl during the open game season16. NSN was also
advised that large flocks comprised of paradise shelduck and mallard moult on the reservoir in
January/ February. These waterfowl will undoubtedly be attracted by the grain crops.
The landowner also indicated that birds he recognised to be South Island pied oystercatcher
(SIPO) return to the property woolshed pond and reservoir in late winter/ early spring of each
year with several pairs establishing, more around the woolshed than the reservoir. He reported
an early return of this At-Risk species on 1 July 2021. The New Zealand bird atlas also has a record
of a SIPO detection (heard) on Hawea Flat near the Butterfield Wildlife Reserve on 4 July 2021.
NSN has also recorded a sighting of a SIPO over the Frankton Arm, Queenstown on 8/7/2021.
The Ornithological Society bird atlas checklists spanning November 2019 to July 2021 have
recorded twenty-eight (28) species from the 10 km grid square that includes the proposal area
and extends down the Clutha River below Luggate17. Table 1 provides a comparison between
species seen during the site visit and species recorded on checklists undertaken for the bird atlas
surveys18.
In summary, the site is very likely to provide seasonal habitat for South Island pied oystercatchers
(At-Risk: declining). However, these species have an abundance of suitable habitat available both
on the site beyond the footprint of the activity and within the surrounding farmland along the
Clutha River terraces, Cardrona Valley and Hawea Flats. As previously mentioned, twenty-eight
(28) species in total were present or are likely to be at least seasonally present, this includes
fifteen (15) species that are not protected, three (3) of which are native: black-backed gull, spurwinged plover, silvereyes; and another two (2) that are partially protected gamebirds, paradise
shelduck are an endemic gamebird, mallard are introduced.

16

Peter Marshall, personal communication, 1/7/2021; Mike Wallis, personal communication, 2/7/2021
https://ebird.org/atlasnz/block/blkDL22; from almost 4 hours of survey effort
18
Bird atlas surveys are endeavouring to sample each 10 km grid square of New Zealand, day and night, during
each of the four seasons and sampling each habitat type within the grid square; the atlas survey Project runs for 5
years and we are in Year 2 of the Project. The author is also a volunteer contributor to the Atlas survey data.
17
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3.2.8 Other Fauna and Predators
Rabbit sign and footprints (where snow persisted on shaded slopes at the time of the survey),
were recorded under shelterbelts, hedges and on uncultivated slopes.
Harrier hawks hunt over areas where rabbits can be found; this behaviour can pose a risk to
aviation in general, and not necessarily in relation to the Silver Studios Ltd site.
The landowner advised that ORC had laid poison on the property to control rabbits in May 2021,
that OSPRI trap ferrets for TB monitoring and that he night shoots to control feral cats. Possums
have not been found on the property recently.
Ongoing control of predators and rabbits as the prey species in the local predator guild will help
to reduce the potential for harrier hawks hunting on the escarpment margin to be involved in a
strike or near strike incident. This is a general comment that relates to the broader area including
the Silverlight Studio Ltd site; during the breeding season, harrier home ranges are about 900
ha19.
However, it would be most efficacious if rabbit control were to be co-ordinated with the
Department of Conservation and undertaken to the river margin rather than just the property
boundary.

4

Summary of Values and their Significance

4.1

Representativeness

The site is not within a Significant Natural Area.
The site currently supports a functional ephemeral wetland in the form of an irrigation reservoir
[constructed by artificial means]. Ephemeral wetlands are originally naturally rare ecosystems 20
and the margin of the wetland has been colonised by an At-Risk: naturally uncommon herb,
Centipeda aotearoana/ NZ sneezewort. This species is thought to have been naturally
introduced to the site by waterfowl. Waterfowl/ gamebirds have been attracted to the site by
the establishment of grain crops surrounding the irrigation reservoir.
Blue wheatgrass found within pasture sward and the open matagouri – Coprosma shrubland on
the slope north of the lake, the knoll west of the lake and the river escarpment margins provide
an example of the vegetation historically more widespread in the N5.1c and N4.1d environments
with which the vegetation shares a closer affinity21 where 10 – 20 % of the vegetation remains.
Historically the mosaic and pattern of diversity on the site is likely to have been quite variable
across the rolling landform of the site.
However, the majority of the land at the site is under cultivation requiring high fertiliser inputs
and deep cultivation.
19

http://nzbirdsonline.org.nz/species/swamp-harrier
Williams et al (2007)
21
Leathwick et al (2002)
20
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Assessment of Representativeness:
The site meets the criteria at a moderate level; the vegetation provides an example of the
range of vegetation22 representative of the historical communities. Overall, the site supports
more than 3 indigenous species (14 native/ endemic), they are confined to the hedges (5
species), and open, fragmented communities scattered across a small portion of the site - 5
species on the escarpment north of the lake; 7 on the knoll west of the lake. Naturalness is low,
the broader property is extensively cultivated.

4.2 Rarity
The indigenous vegetation and habitats are not within naturally occurring originally rare
ecosystems.
No threatened species have been recorded on the site.
Five (5) At-Risk species have been identified at the site:
At-Risk: naturally uncommon
Centipeda aotearoana/ NZ sneezewort
At-Risk: declining
Discaria toumatou/ matagouri
Carmichaelia petriei desert broom
Coprosma intertexta
Haematopus finschi / South Island pied oystercatcher – not verified by the author but considered
likely to be present given a record in the bird atlas checklist for the Butterfields Wildlife Reserve
dated 4/7/2021.
The site is within a Land Environment with less than 10 percent of the indigenous vegetation
remaining (N5.1c: 2.5%) and between 10 and 20% remaining (N4.1d). Fragmented examples of
these historical vegetation communities – more affiliated with N4.1d - are present with a total
of 14 native or endemic species present. An additional 30 introduced species were recorded at
the site.
Assessment of Rarity:
The criteria for rarity have been met at a moderate level; while there are no threatened species
there are five (5) At-Risk species; one of which is naturally uncommon. The At-Risk species are
present within native hedges, scattered sparsely across uncultivated slopes and on the margins
of an artificial irrigation reservoir where an active consent to construct a lake is in effect.

22

Using the language of the New Zealand Biodiversity Strategy: Goal 3: to maintain and restore a full range of
remainng habitats and ecosystems. (DOC & MfE, 2000)
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4.3 Diversity and Pattern
The site has retained fragments of matagouri-Coprosma shrubland and one (1) endemic grass
species that persists in the exotic pasture sward and escarpment margin, they are confined to
native hedges along fence lines and on slopes and in gullies that have escaped cultivation.
The remaining shrublands combined support a reasonable diversity with 14 native or endemic
species present, 32 percent of the diversity present, the other vegetation is introduced. The
affected shrublands support 5 (slope north of the lake) and 7 (knoll west of the lake) native
endemic species.
The indigenous vegetation of the site is surrounded by cultivated paddocks within a highly
modified rural landscape and bounded to the north by the public conservation land along the
Clutha River margins and terraces where shrubland is more expansive and Significant Natural
Areas (SNAs) have been identified.

Assessment of Diversity and Pattern
The site meets the criteria for supporting significant ecological patterns at a low level given the
context of its setting and condition of the communities overall.
The site meets the significance criteria for supporting diverse indigenous taxa with 14 native/
endemic species present including four (4) At-Risk plant species.

4.4 Distinctiveness
The site does not support indigenous species at their distributional limit.
The site does not support species endemic to the Otago region.
The site does not support species that are restricted, distinctive, or unique to the area.
Assessment of Distinctiveness
The site does not meet the criteria for Distinctiveness

4.5 Ecological Context
The indigenous vegetation scattered across the slopes and gullies outside the native hedges are
surrounded by cultivated paddocks within a rural landscape. The site is bounded to the north by
the public conservation land (PCL) along the Clutha River margins and terraces. The PCL and SNA
to the north and east support kanuka shrublands and cushion communities representative of
N5.1c land environments. The quantum and configuration of the native vegetation present on
the site does not currently contribute significantly to the pattern of connectivity along this
portion of the Clutha River catchment. The native shrubland and grassland are insufficient to
provide any buffering influence on the vegetation in the adjoining and nearby PCL; they may
however contribute in a very minor way to the seed sources of the very local area.
The site provides seasonal habitat for South Island pied oystercatchers (At-Risk) and potentially
hunting habitat for NZ falcon (At-Risk: recovering) which have an abundance of suitable habitat
Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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available on the site and across the surrounding farmland of the Clutha River terraces, Hawea
Flats and in the Cardrona Valley.
Twenty-eight (28) bird species in total were present or are likely to be at least seasonally present,
this includes fifteen (15) species that are not protected three (3) of which are native: blackbacked gull, spur-winged plover, silvereyes); another two (2) are gamebirds (partially protected),
paradise shelduck are an endemic gamebird.

Assessment of Ecological Context
The site does not, or only very weakly meets the criteria for providing connectivity along the
Clutha River corridor, and this extends from the presence of the native hedges near that
boundary.
The site provides seasonal habitat for indigenous fauna but only weakly meets the criteria for
being important to indigenous fauna given that the two (2) At-Risk species likely to be at least
seasonally present; South Island pied oystercatchers and NZ Falcon have an abundance of
suitable habitat available on the site away from the proposed development and within the
surrounding farmland along the Clutha River, Hawea Flats and Cardrona Valley terraces. Six (6)
out of seventeen (17) bird species recorded as present by NSN during the survey were native or
endemic, one (1) of those was a gamebird, and one (1) is not protected.

4.6

Summary and Scale of Significance

The site meets the criteria for significance at a low to moderate level; based on the presence of
fourteen (14) native/ endemic plant species within a Land Environment where between 2.5 and
18.6 % of indigenous vegetation remains.
Four (4) At-Risk species were recorded within four areas of the site; within hedges, a small
fragment of shrubland on a knoll (1365m2), and sparsely scattered across an uncultivated slope
(about 3595 m2) and within an irrigation reservoir. These species comprised one naturally
uncommon wetland herb (NZ sneezewort), dispersed into the artificial reservoir margins by
gamebirds; matagouri which is secure in the South Island but diminished in the North Island of
New Zealand; native broom/ Carmichaelia petriei and Coprosma intertexta, the later species
found in dry intermontane basins growing within grey shrubland overlying old moraines, coarse
alluvium, boulder piles and rock outcrops23.
The presence of Coprosma intertexta is locally interesting as there are very few other sites along
the upper Clutha River, Hawea Flats or northern Pisa Range where this species remains a
component of the shrubland, the closest example is thought to be in the SNA E37A site near Kane
Road, Hawea Flat.
It is likely that the land supports at least on a seasonal basis two (2) At-Risk bird species, the
South Island pied oystercatcher (At-Risk: declining) and the eastern (NZ) falcon (At-Risk:

23

https://www.nzpcn.org.nz/flora/species/coprosma-intertexta/
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recovering) both of which are supported by large areas of suitable habitat in the landscape
surrounding the site.
Overall, the site is assessed as having a low to moderate but locally interesting level of ecological
significance due to the presence of very confined and localised fragments of ecologically
significant (At-Risk) vegetation.
No threatened species are present.

5

Assessment of effects on the environment

5.1

Actual or potential adverse effects on the environment

5.1.1 Earthworks and Structures
Earthworks
Extensive earthworks are required to reshape cultivated paddocks and escarpments surrounding
the irrigation reservoir. These earthworks would be required to establish the lake approved as
part of the Corbridge Downs subdivision (RM120572) and are required as part of the Silverlight
Studios Ltd proposal. Refer to Attachments 2 to 4:
Attachment 2: SI – RC – 03; Proposed Site Layout Plan dated 30/6/2021 prepared by Tilt
Architecture.
Attachment 3: SI – RC – 04 to 06; Existing and Proposed Topography Plans dated 30/6/2021
prepared by Tilt Architecture.
Attachment 4: Earthworks Plan. Corbridge Estates Subdivision Cut Fill Areas. Plan Ref: W3098/
209G 15/10/2013; Approved 23/7/2013, RM120572.
Both proposals will shape the margins such that the steeper banks are submerged, and the lake
would be managed in a steady, full state with structures positioned at the margins in the case of
the Silverlight Studios Ltd proposal.
Pond and artificial lake water quality management is beyond the author’s area of expertise to
advise on however, an environmental management plan is likely to be required to manage
erosion, sedimentation and nutrient inputs into the lake following earthworks. NSN notes that
surface drainage from the property is substantially contained within the natural basin landform.
There does not appear to be a natural surface flow towards the Clutha River.
Earthworks are also required to accommodate the various sets, peninsulas, bridges and carparks
and to establish soak fields, stormwater management and services infrastructure.
Structures
The sets and structures established by the development may create roosting habitat for exotic
species such as pigeons and starlings. These will be in addition to the extensive network of
shelterbelts currently present on the property and the surrounding area.
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Feral pigeons currently nest in the clay cliffs along the Clutha River corridor; spur-winged plovers
and paradise shelduck were seen and heard on the property and the paddocks under pivotirrigation north of the Clutha River and the property; starling flocks were recorded on farm
paddocks across the Wanaka Basin enroute to the site visit and on the property during the site
visit.
Measures to control nesting and roosting by populations of starlings and pigeons within the sets
may be required in order to avoid the potential for local populations of these species to increase.
The property owner24 advised that large flocks of paradise shelduck and mallard have been
induced to gather and moult on the property by the establishment of the irrigation reservoir and
availability of grain coinciding with the peak in the moulting season (January/ February). The
expanded lake area may increase the attraction of the site but when coupled with the
introduction of sets and activity on and around the lake these flocks are likely to be deterred
from reforming following earthworks.
It is possible that such flocks may be displaced during construction, however, in relation to
ongoing management of the site, birds and any potential for them to pose a hazard or risk for
the Wanaka Airport operations and will be addressed in the property’s ongoing Grounds
Management Plan. This management represents a positive effect in terms of managing the
existing potential future risks to aviation for the Wanaka Airport.

5.1.2 Stormwater and Soak fields
Following earthworks and the establishment of the proposed sets, stormwater will be discharged
from the site into a system of soak fields and retention areas in addition to the lake. The
stormwater system will include the following:
•
•
•

Pre-treatment and discharge of stormwater from all parking areas to ground via soak pits.
Pre-treatment (through swales, rain gardens or proprietary chamber systems) of
stormwater from impervious areas within the central basin before discharge to the lake;
Discharge of stormwater from Sound Stage roofs direct to lake, subject to restrictions on
roofing and cladding materials in order to ensure discharged stormwater does not include
contaminants).

The location of soak fields may impact on the vegetation present on the toe of the slope north
of the lake, however NSN understands the location of soak fields may not yet be confirmed.

5.1.3 Vegetation Clearance
The excavation and formation of the lake, peninsulas, islands and bridges will require the
removal of some of the vegetation established around the periphery of the existing irrigation
reservoir.

24

Peter Marshall, landowner and farmer; personal communication, 1/7/2021
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Irrigation Reservoir/ Lake
Earthworks will require the uplift, and or removal and potentially the translocation within the
site of Centipeda aotearoana/ NZ sneezewort and Coprosma intertexta.
Slope north of the Lake
Since the March 2021 Google Imagery was taken, the boundary of the cultivated paddock along
the escarpment north of the lake has progressed 50 to 60 metres down slope into the area of
scattered indigenous shrubland. The bands of matagouri visible in Plate 23 have been cleared
and left at the margin of the extended cultivation. The remaining band of open shrubland
currently contributes to the overall assessment of low-level significance of the site’s vegetation.
It is dominated by matagouri with Coprosma propinqua and scattered native broom, porcupine
shrubs were found under rank fescue pasture grass. Approximately 3595m2 of indigenous
vegetation remains as clusters and scattered plants across this slope.
The planned earthworks will result in the further clearance of some of the remaining vegetation
on this slope near the toe of the slope at the lake margin, for the construction of a pathway/
track and to accommodate an overflow soak pit for the lake that could require an area between
2000m2 and 1.2 ha.
Knoll west of the Lake
Earthwork plans currently indicate that all the vegetation on the knoll west of the lake would be
removed to accommodate extensive recontouring of this area.
Clearance of Coprosma intertexta, an At-Risk species is regrettable particularly given there are
few other records in the area and the age (based on stem diameter) of some specimens, however
these species can be re-planted. A total of 40 Coprosma intertexta stems were counted on the
knoll west of the lake within an area of about 1365m2, however as this species is known to sucker
the actual number of plants affected is lower. Coprosma intertexta was found in clusters
surrounding larger stems suggesting that these plants have grown from the roots of a parent
plant.
The species present on the site, excluding the NZ sneezewort but including the At-Risk shrubs
are all available from commercial nurseries and can be grown from a mixture of eco-sourced
cuttings and seed, including any harvested from the plants affected by the proposal.

5.1.4 Planting “Central Park”
NSN has not had the opportunity to review a detailed list of the species likely to be incorporated
into proposed “Central Park” plantings. The site’s climate may be limiting for some species as
will the lack of availability of some species within New Zealand.
The species composition of Central Park will include a mixture of northeast American species
that will aim to replicate the appearance of Central Park. The parkland area will include a mix of
evergreen, and deciduous trees such as beech, elm, linden, maple, cedar, walnut, oak, pine and
spruce25. Elm trees have a higher potential to spread than other species and so it would be
25

Ben Espie summation, provided to NSN by Scott Edgar, 10/7/2021
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prudent to limit their numbers and or where incorporate plant them in the interior areas of the
park to limit their spread potential.
Species recognised by the New Zealand National Pest Plant Accord as problematic should be
avoided. None of the above tree types are listed.

5.1.5 Assessment of Risk to Aviation
As discussed in Section 1.2 the irrigation reservoir on Corbridge Downs is located about 2
kilometres from the northern margin of the sealed runway (Figure 1 and Attachment 5). The
flight path north of the Wanaka Airport crosses the northern boundary of the Corbridge Downs
property. The flight activity at Wanaka Airport is predominantly general aviation with small
aircraft up to Cessna Caravans and Pilatus PC12 operating flightseeing; pilot training on a variety
of aircraft, tandem skydiving and parachuting flights, top dressing operations, military visits and
adventure flying in military aircraft. Helicopter training and charter flights are also a substantial
and growing component of activity. One company (Sounds Air) provides a daily service to
Christchurch in a Pilatus PC12, a small propellered aircraft with 9 seats, and according to their
website they offer up to 10 flights a week from July 2021 26.
Wanaka Airport is owned by Queenstown Lakes District Council (QLDC). Queenstown Airport
Corporation (QAC) manages Wanaka Airport’s day-to-day operations on behalf of QLDC under a
management services agreement.
In general, most bird strikes or near misses occur between 50 and 800 feet above ground level
and most of those occur within 200 feet above ground level27. General aviation aircraft are
estimated to cross the northern boundary at about 98 to 147 feet above ground level, refer
Attachment 5. The flight path from the aerodrome then requires a turn to the ongoing flight
schedule above an altitude of 500 feet above ground level.
Wanaka Airport Operations Manager, Jo Learmouth provided the author with a brief, verbal
summary of bird strike, near strike incidents and aerodrome risk management measures28. At
the Wanaka Airport, as for other aerodromes, most strikes and near miss incidents occur during
the takeoff and landing flight phases of flight. Ms Learmouth advised that most strikes and near
strike incidents at the Wanaka Aerodrome happen when birds are flushed from the ground
adjacent to the airstrip or are struck just above the airstrip after being flushed from the runway
area by approaching aircraft. Therefore most Wanaka strikes and incidents are likely to be near
ground level and on the aerodrome.
The aircraft operating out of Wanaka Airport (compared to commercial jets) make more noise
and fly more slowly such that birds are generally better able hear their approach and move out
of the way.

26

https://www.wanakaairport.com/
http://www.caa.govt.nz/safety_info/GAPs/Bird_Hazards.pdf
28
Jo Learmouth, Wanaka Airport Operations Manager, personal communication with Dawn Palmer, 8/7/2021
27
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Helicopter training occurs in a mown area east of the two (2) parallel runways (sealed and
grassed). During training helicopters undertake a range of maneuverers some of which result in
sudden lift off or “popping up” unexpectedly for birds that may be in the paddocks nearby. This
startling may flush birds into the helicopter’s flight path and rotors.
Ms Learmouth summarised the primary concern of relevance to the Silverlight Studios Ltd
proposal; that off-aerodrome activities and land use changes may result in changes in bird
population abundance and behaviour; these changes may influence potential aviation risk
triggering a requirement to manage any increased risk. This is a generalised situation that applies
to all land in the area surrounding the Wanaka Airport as it does for all other aerodromes.
More specifically, where land use changes result in species associated with aviation risk moving
from the surrounding landscape onto the aerodrome this may result in an increased risk to
aviation (increased potential for bird strike), this would need to be managed. This management
also increases operational costs to the Aerodrome.
The Silverlight Studios Ltd proposal provides an opportunity to manage the potential risk
associated with the expanded lake area as an attractant to birds. It is likely that development
around and use of the lake will serve to deter birds from settling on or breeding around the lake.
The Wanaka Airport does not receive or only very infrequently receives notification of strikes or
near strike incidents off aerodrome 29.
The species involved in strikes or near strike incidents on the aerodrome is influenced by seasonal
variability in abundance, behaviour of species present (e.g. nesting, flocking, moulting), seasonal
variations in the presence of migratory species, in foraging and food supply, time of day,
modifications and maturation of habitat, seasonal or permanent changes in surrounding land
uses – e.g. cultivation of land, sowing and harvest of crops, fire, planting of orchards, fruit crops,
irrigation, pests/ pest control, a proliferation of seed bearing wasteland weeds and heavy rain
resulting in areas of standing water, to name some of the factors.
Therefore, the focus of management in relation to this issue is risk management, not the
elimination of birds from the landscape.
Species most likely to be involved in strikes or near strike incidents at the Wanaka Airport, should
they occur, are:
• Spur-winged plover (most problematic)
• Magpies
• Harrier Hawks
• South Island Pied Oystercatcher (At-Risk: declining) - SIPO
• Waterfowl
• Sparrows and finch sized birds
• Black-backed gulls – very occasionally
29

NSN was unclear as to whether Ms Learmouth was referring to “off aerodrome” as being the area outside the
physical property boundaries of the Wanaka Airport or as being areas that are “off aerodrome: in terms of the
definitions used in the ACC Quarterly Bird Incident Rate Report – e.g.,
https://www.aviation.govt.nz/assets/publications/bird-hazard-reports/Bird-incident-rate-report-2020-Q4.pdf
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•

Other gulls – very infrequently

These species are among the those commonly reported at aerodromes all over New Zealand 30.
They are among “the usual suspects”.
There is a range of passive and active measures that are used to exclude, minimise, disperse or
eliminate birds from airports all over the world31,32, in New Zealand and Wanaka Airport as
required. These include manipulating habitat (mowing), exclusion techniques (e.g. physical
barriers to roosting, scaring and flushing by physically approaching, visual deterrents, use of gas
canisters that create percussive noises.
The existing bird attractants on the Silverlight Studios Ltd site are the presence of grain crops,
shelterbelts and the irrigation reservoir. However, these are similar to the attractants found in
the surrounding farmed landscape, with the exception of the large irrigation reservoir. The
environment around the airport supports extensive areas of pasture, crops 33, land under pivot
irrigation and the Clutha River corridor which is lined with willows and native shrubland. Lake
Wanaka is 9.3 kilometres north-west of the Airport’s north-western runway. Smaller ponds are
present on private properties along Stevensons Road and Project Pure, Wanaka’s wastewater
treatment plant, is on Council owned land to the north of the Airport.
The irrigation reservoir on the Silverlight Studios Ltd site is currently surrounded by cultivated
paddocks that grow grain crops which provide food at a time that coincides with the
commencement of the moulting season, refer to Section 3.2.6 and Table 1 which lists the
avifauna present or likely to be present on the property.
The Silverlight Studios proposal offers a means of managing species commonly associated with
strike or near strike incidents at the Wanaka Aerodrome by:
•
•
•

•

Deterring species from nesting, roosting or flocking on the lake; activity and use of the
lake and its margins will deter its use by waterfowl and spur-winged plovers.
The Corbridge Downs subdivision and habitat enhancement is likely to see a continuation
and possibly increase in avian activity on and around the lake.
A Grounds Management Plan would include monitoring and identification of appropriate
management to deter birds from nesting and roosting on the structures and within the
buildings.
Proposed parkland planting may increase the roosting and nesting habitat for exotic, flock
forming species however a Grounds Management Plan would include monitoring and the
identification of appropriate management to avoid an increase in avian activity that may
pose a risk to aviation at the Wanaka Airport.

30

Civil Aviation Authority of New Zealand (2011): Wildlife Hazard Management at Aerodromes. Advisory Circular
AC139-16. 7 October 2011.
31
https://www.aviation.govt.nz/assets/rules/advisory-circulars/AC139_16.pdf - Wildlife Hazard Management At
Aerodromes
32
https://tc.canada.ca/en/aviation/publications/sharing-skies-guide-management-wildlife-hazards-tp-13549
33
NSN does not have information on the composition of other crops sown and managed in the farmland
surrounding the Aerodrome.
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•

The preparation of a Grounds Management Plan will provide for an integration of the
needs of the Silverlight Studios production needs, the farm management needs and the
management of avifauna as required to ensure the Silverlight Studios site does not
support a proliferation of species involved in strike or near strike incidents at the Wanaka
Airport.

Recommendations for management of the potential aviation risks associated with bird strike
are provided in Section 6 below.

6

Summary and Recommendations

This assessment has considered the effects of the proposal on existing ecological values and
identified opportunities to integrate elements of ecological enhancement (albeit at a lesser
scale) into ongoing grounds management of the site.
The current property management regime appears to carry some potential risks to aviation
associated with the seasonal increase in waterfowl, and the potential for those birds to disperse
or move towards the Wanaka Airport, ponds around the airport and the flight path as they enter
and emerge from their moulting season and potentially during the open game season.
This assessment and the recommendations below include measures to
• manage the potential existing risks and
• the potential for increasing future risks to aviation for the Wanaka Airport and the
northern approach and takeoff flight path.
Recommendations for the Mitigation of unavoidable adverse effects:
Ephermeral Plant - Centipeda aotearoana/ NZ Sneezewort
• Prior to excavation, a walkover survey of the irrigation reservoir margins should be
completed and a schedule of plants that can be viably translocated or harvested for use
elsewhere on site drawn up. On site receiving environments should be identified and
preparation for any translocations made as part of the site’s environmental management
plan for earthworks. The plants to be moved should cover as large an area as can be
practically managed at the site to a suitable site(s) such as stormwater swales, soak pits
or overflows and/ or lake margin where their establishment does not interfere with
landscaping to meet set design requirements.
• The quantum of plants to be moved will be determined by the survey and resulting
schedule and the ability to find a site that enables their integration with the site’s
environmental and ongoing management plans.
Indigenous Vegetation
• Where practicable in the context of set development, retain and or reinstate areas of
indigenous diversity into the recontoured landscape.
• The species identified in Table 3 are suitable for incorporation into a planting plan that:
o extends and increases shrubland diversity of the native hedges,
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o increases the area of shrublands within and or on the margins of the property
where practical and appropriate in the context of the proposal and farming
operations.
o introduces indigenous species, including the At-Risk species into the landscaped
elements of the carpark, and southern gullies and margins of the proposal area.
Recommendations – Management of Potential Wildlife Hazards/ Aviation Risk:
• Prepare a Grounds Management Plan – (GMP) that within a reasonable context:
o Establishes a system of wildlife monitoring and hazard management34 in
consultation with the Wanaka Airport as required. This should focus on ensuring
the species and species groups identified but not limited to those in Section 5.1.5
do not proliferate on the site such that they may have the potential to increase
risk to aviation at Wanaka Airport and or the northern flight path.
o Provides for the ongoing control of rabbits.

Recommendation/ Potential Enhancement Opportunities:
• Extend and close gaps within the existing native hedges and increase the diversity of the
native hedges by planting Coprosma crassifolia, Coprosma intertexta, Olearia lineata,
Olearia odorata, Olearia bullata, Kunzea robusta and other species identified in Table 3.
• Consider the incorporation of a native/ endemic shelterbelt into the site’s network of
shelterbelts or incorporate native species into gaps within existing exotic shelterbelts as
part of the Grounds Management Plan.
• Removal of briar and elder from the native hedges to prevent their spread within the
beyond the property, both species are bird dispersed. These species are currently
present in very low numbers.

34

https://www.aviation.govt.nz/assets/rules/advisory-circulars/AC139_16.pdf - Wildlife Hazard Management At
Aerodromes
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Table 1 – Bird Species present during the site visit 1 July 2021 or likely to be
present or seasonally present
Scientific name

Common name

Bio Status

Acanthis cabaret

Lesser Redpoll

Alauda arvensis

Skylark

Anthornis melanura
Anas platyrhynchos
Callipepla californica
Carduelis carduelis
Carduelis chloris
Carduelis flammea
Circus approximans
Columba livia

Korimako/ Bellbird
mallard
California Quail
Goldfinch
European Greenfinch
Redpoll
Kahu/ Australasian Harrier
Rock (feral) pigeon

Egretta novaehollandiae
Emberiza citrinella

White-faced heron
Yellowhammer

introduced
introduced
endemic
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
native
introduced
native
introduced

Falco novaeseelandiae
Fringilla coelebs
Gerygone igata
Gymnorhina tibecen

Hirundo neoxena

Karearea/ NZ Falcon
Chaffinch
Riroriro/ Grey Warbler
Magpie – Australian/ white backed
Torea/ South Island Pied
Oystercatcher
Welcome swallow

Larus dominicanus

Karoro/ Southern black-backed gull

native

Passer domesticus

House sparrow

introduced

Phalacrocorax carbo

Kawau/ Black Shag

native

Prunella modularis
Rhipidura fuliginosa
Sturnus vulgaris
Tadorna variegata
Turdus merula
Turdus philomelos
Vanellus miles novaehollandiae
Zosterops lateralis

Dunnock/ hedge sparrow
Piwakawaka/ Fantail
European Starling
Putangitangi/ Paradise Shelduck
Eurasian blackbird
Song Thrush
Spur winged plovers
Tauhou/ Silvereye

introduced
native
introduced
endemic
introduced
introduced
native
native

Haematopus finschi

endemic
introduced
endemic
introduced
native

Conservation
Status
N
gamebird
N
N
N
N
N
At-Risk:
recovering
N
N
At-Risk:
declining

introduced
Not
protected
N
At-Risk:
naturally
uncommon
N
N
gamebird
N
N
N
N

Bird atlas checklist from year-round records from November 2019 from 10 km grid square:
DL22
All bird species present are classified as Not Threatened unless noted otherwise.
Birds shown in bold were recorded during the site visit 1/7/2021.
N – birds not protected; Schedule 5 of the Wildlife Act, 1953

Table 2 – Plant species recorded during the site inspection
Scientific Name
Native Species
Anthosachne solandri
Carmichaelia petriei
Centipeda aotearoana
Coprosma crassifolia
Coprosma intertexta
Coprosma propinqua
Discaria toumatou
Euchiton traversii
Kunzea robusta
Leucopogon fraseri
Melicytus alpinus ^
Muehlenbeckia complexa
Raoulia hookeri
Rorippa palustris
Introduced Species
* Achillea millefolium
* Agrostis capillaris
* Agrostis stolonifera
* Anthoxanthum odoratum
* Bromus diandrus
* Cedrus spp.
* Cirsium arvense
* Cirsium vulgare
* Critesion spp.
* Cupressus × leylandii
* Cytisus scoparius
* Dactylis glomerata

Common Name

Biostatus

Blue wheatgrass
Desert broom
NZ sneezewort

endemic
endemic
endemic
endemic
endemic
endemic
endemic
native
endemic
endemic
endemic
native
endemic
native

Mingimingi
Matagouri
kanuka
Patotara, dwarf mingimingi
Porcupine shrub
Small-leaved pohuehue
Scabweed mat daisy
ponui/ marsh yellow cress
yarrow
brown top
creeping bent
sweet vernal
ripgut brome
Cedar species
California thistle
Scotch thistle
barley grass
Leyland cypress
wild broom
cocksfoot

Conservation Status

Note

At-Risk: declining
At-Risk: naturally uncommon
At-Risk: declining
At- Risk: declining

declining in the North Island

Dry river escarpment boundary
2018 - taxanomically Indeterminate
Dry river escarpment boundary

introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
RPMP (2019) Sustained control;
introduced good neighbour rule applies
introduced

Dry river escarpment boundary
grain crop
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* Echium vulgare
* Erythranthe guttata
* Eucalypus spp.
* Festuca rubra
* Hypericum perforatum
* Juncus effusus
* Marrubium vulgare
* Picea spp.
* Pinus radiata
* Populus spp.
* Pseudotsuga menziesii
* Rosa rubiginosa
* Sagina procumbens
* Salix alba var. vitellina
* Salix fragilis
* Sambucus nigra
* Sonchus arvensis
* Verbascum thapsus

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd

viper's bugloss
monkey musk
Eucalypts
creeping fescue
St John's wort
softrush
horehound
Spruce species
Radiata pine
poplars
Douglas fir
briar
pearlwort
golden willow
crack willow
elder
perennial sow thistle
woolly mullein
triticale - wheat/ ryecorn
cross

introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced wilding species
introduced
introduced wilding species
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced
introduced

Dry river escarpment boundary

introduced

grain crop sown into cultivated paddocks
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Table 3

Species recommended for incorporation into Landscape Planting (excluding the
specific requirements of designed sets)

Scientific Name
Conifers/ Podocarps
Phyllocladus alpinus
Podocarpus laetus
Trees and Shrubs
Aristotelia fruticosa
Carmichaelia petriei
Chionochloa rigida
Chionochloa rubra
Coprosma crassifolia
Coprosma dumosa
Coprosma intertexta
Coprosma propinqua
Coprosma rugosa
Coprosma virescens
Cordyline australis
Corokia cotoneaster
Discaria toumatou
Fuscospora cliffortioides
Griselinia littoralis
Halocarpus bidwillii
Kunzea robusta
Leptospermum
scoparium
Lophozonia menziesii
Melicytus alpinus ^
Olearia bullata

Common Name

Grasses

Note

Mt toatoa, Celery pine
Mountain totara

Mountain wineberry
Desert broom
Narrow-leaved snow
tussock
Red tussock

sheltered areas, native shelterbelts
At-Risk: declining

At-Risk: declining
Mingimingi

Cabbage tree
Korokio
Matagouri
Mountain beech
broadleaf
bog pine
kanuka

At- Risk: declining

manuka
Silver beech
Porcupine shrub
Shrub daisy

Olearia fimbriata

Olearia hectorii
Olearia lineata
Olearia odorata
Phormium cookianum
Phormium tenax
Pittosporum tenuifolium
Plagianthus regius
Pseudopanax ferox
Sophora microphylla

Conservation
Status

Hector’s tree daisy
Scented tree daisy
Mountain flax
NZ flax
kohuhu / black matipo
ribbonwood
fierce lancewood
kowhai

Threatened Nationally
vulnerable
Threatened Nationally
endangered

declining in the North Island
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Anthosachne solandri
Austroderia richardii
Festuca novaezelandiae
Poa cita
Poa colensoi
Sedges
Carex secta
Carex testacea
Carex virgata
Rushes/ Reeds
Juncus edgariae
Typha orientalis

Blue wheatgrass
Toetoe
Hard tussock
Silver tussock
Blue tussock

Purei

damp gullies, wetland margins

Edgar’s rush
Raupo

Herbs
Centipeda aotearoana

NZ sneezewort

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd

At-Risk: naturally
uncommon

Transplant within the site
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Photographic Plates – illustrating values recorded

Plate 3: View west from waypoint 32 across the Silverlight proposal area; Truck Loading, Sound Stage and Workshops to be constructed in the foreground
following extensive earthworks with extensive set development and earthworks within and around the lake basin.
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Plate 4: View east from waypoint 67 into the area where extensive earthworks will be undertaken to establish the Sound Stages and Workshop areas.
The existing reservoir vegetation community is in the foreground with the cultivated cropland on the undulating ground behind.

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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Plate 5: View east from waypoint 61 towards the “Seaside Village” and the Sound Stages and Workshops to be constructed on the eastern shore; the
“Venice” set is proposed to extend within and beyond the left margin of this view.

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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Plate 6: View north from waypoint 63 (just below wp64) ; the Pisa water race has been spilled to form an erosion gully that drains overland to fill the
lake. A maimai in the centre of the lake is used to shoot waterfowl/ gamebirds. The lake is regularly filled to the crop line margin.

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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Plate 7:View southeast from waypoint 60. The water race terminates without a discharge at the boundary of the cultivated slope. Rank pasture grass
and patches of thistle dominate the vegetation on the north facing slope to the south of the lake.

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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Plate 8: View from waypoint 64 of the erosion below the Water Race where the water is spilled overground to the lake.

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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Plate 9: (left) Ephemeral margins of the irrigation reservoir; waypoint 65;
Centipeda aotearoana/ NZ sneezewort (left); At-Risk: naturally uncommon.
Identification suggested by Kate Wardle, accepted by D Palmer.
Plate 10:
Centipeda aotearoana/ NZ sneezewort, Erythrante guttana/ monkey musk (fleshy green leaved),
Rorippa palustris/ ponui/ marsh yellow cress – native, widespread throughout the world (whorled)
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Plate 11: (left) Ephemeral margins of the irrigation reservoir; waypoint 66;
1. Euchiton traversii, native, not threatened
2. Rorippa palustris/ ponui/ marsh yellow cress; native, not threatened – widespread throughout
the world

Plate 12:
1. Sagina procumens*/ pearlwort – exotic

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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Plate 13: View up the Clutha River / Boundary escarpment under the northern flight path from the
Wanaka Airport from Waypoint 36.

Plate 14: Raoulia apicinigra and Leucopogon fraseri on the River escarpment margin with
Anthosachne solandri at waypoint 37.

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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Plate 15: View south from waypoint 33 along the native hedges. The farm track extends toward the
northern boundary across the central- eastern portion of the site; refer to Figure 2.

Plate 16: View south along the native hedge extending south from the River escarpment near the
northern boundary with an occasional elder and briar; waypoint 38.
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Plate 17: Google Earth Imagery date: 24/3/2021showing the track walked around the proposed Silverlight Studios Ltd proposal.

Plate 18: The isolated knoll west of the lake supports the most diverse shrubland found on the
property. Waypoints identify where the At-Risk: declining species Coprosma intertexta and
Corprosma crassifolia (wp54) were found. In total 40 Coprosma intertexta stems and 2 Coprosma
crassifolia shrubs were counted.
Source: Google Earth; imagery date 24/3/2021

Plate 19: Coprosma intertexta within the Coprosma-Matagouri shrubland of the knoll; view from
waypoint 53.
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Plate 20: Distinctive fine foliage and red branches of Coprosma intertexta on the knoll at waypoint
53.

Plate 21: Coprosma intertexta suckering around a large-stemmed parent plant at waypoint 56.
The proposed construction site of “New York” would extend over the cultivated paddock to the
west in the right of this view.

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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Plate 22: The long culms and spent seed heads of the native blue wheatgrass / Anthosachne
solandri were recorded in the fescue pasture grass of the south-facing slope north of the lake, wp
44.
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Plate 23: The cultivated paddock now extends 50 to 60 metres south to the yellow dashed line; the Google Earth imagery date is 24/3/2021.
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Plate 24: View southwest along the escarpment and flats from waypoint 41. Earthworks are proposed to reshape a substantial portion of this
escarpment. View towards Venice below the crop line, to Paris in the centre of the view south of the raised knoll where the Corposma intertexta is
present in the small shrubland remnants; the north bridge would extend towards this shrubland slope and Lake Village is proposed to the right of this
view between the knoll and the shrubland slope.

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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Plate 25: View from waypoint 48 east across the south-facing slope overlooking the lake; the Radiata pine on the open slope is located at waypoint
45. This slope is going to be reshaped, there is potential to retain some vegetation on the slope.

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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Plate 26: View west from waypoint 46 towards the isolated knoll. Two (2) exotic elder are the
relatively tall trees on the northern aspect of the knoll. Matagouri dominates the shrubland in the
gully viewed from waypoint 46. The Paris set is proposed to wrap around the southern side of the
knoll, a bridge would extend from a peninsula towards the slope in the foreground and a Lake
Village would be constructed to the right. The lake would be formed and filled through the low
laying ground in view at the toe of the shrubland slope.

Plate 27: View north from waypoint 58 across the flats to be developed into the sets of “New York” to the left, “Paris” in the centre with a “Medieval
Village” in the shadow of the conifer shelterbelt at the left margin of this view. The “Great Hall” would be constructed where a rock pile has been
deposited on the upper margin of the escarpment at the boundary of the cultivated paddock. The south-facing slope and knoll are likely to be modified
by earthworks resulting in some loss of the existing vegetation.
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Plate 28: View from waypoint 51 towards the uncultivated slopes between the proposed carparking area, lake extension between the low escarpments
and flats where “Paris” would be constructed to the left and “New York” to the right of this view.

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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Plate 29: View from waypoint 64 north to the crop line (extent of cultivation) on the western side of the lake. The lake is often filled to the crop margin.
Six (6) Maimai structures were recorded in and around the lake. The proposed location of the “Venice” set and earthworks to form the “North Bridge” as
well and small peninsulas and an island would occur within this view.

Natural Solutions for Nature Ltd
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Plate 30: View from waypoint 61 towards the “Seaside Village” set; earthworks to establish peninsulas and islands are proposed.
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Attachment 1A - pdp-decisions-wanaka-airport-figure-4
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Attachment 1B - pdp-decisions-wanaka-airport-figure-3
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Attachment 2 - SI-RC-03 Proposed Site Layout Plan - Silverlight Studios
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Attachment 3 - Silverlight_Existing and Proposed Contours:
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NSN Attachment 4 - Approved Plans - LU and Subdivision - Earthworks Plans
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